
1677-861-3539
1677-861-3540

work-to-go
(several hours)
2 m2

co-working
(1 day - 1 week)
6 m2

co-working
(1 week - 1 month)
12 m2

group-co-working
(1-6 month)
25 m2

office space
(1/2-3 month)
100 m2

Population  8'900

Average age  32.1 years

Labor (15-65y) 68.8%

Density  4'800 people per sqkm

In 2017, the wholesale market is still operating in 
Vila Leopoldina. Our first intervention occupies 
the CEAGESP clock tower as a platform for 
public negotiation. A long path built out of 
scaffolding leads to different observation points, 
which overlooks the area from different levels on 
the path. The platform has a good view over the 
wholesale market and the whole project site. This 
Intervention will stay throughout the relocation 
of the market to make people aware and show 
them that something new is coming in this spot. 
Public interventions, such as a library, a cinema, 
or a stage, will appear over the next few years 
and provide activities and events for the public.

2017

Population  10'270

Average age  32.8 years

Labor (15-65y) 68.7%

Density  5'500 people per sqkm

In 2019, in the main pavilion, a temporary steel 
formwork construction will provide a variety of 
co-working and office spaces (➔ booklet p.11). 
They will be built in workshops after the market 
moves out. Such workshops will be located 
next to the main pavilion. The ground floor and 
the space in front of the pavilion will be public 
and can be used for sport facilities, events, or 
leisure time (➔ booklet p.12). New bus lines will 
be implemented to connect the old marked 
plot with the neighborhood and the existing 
transportation system.

2019

main northern gateway

main southern gateway

main eastern gateway

centroproject site

liberdade

bela vista

vila medalenda / pinheiros

barra funda

main western gateway

congonhas-são paulo airport

campo de marte airport

são paulo-guarulhos

polycentric
The existing radial transportation system do 
not correlate with the polycentric concept. 
➔ booklet p.7

center
work space
living space
public space

center
work space
living space
public space

NEW LOCATION

Some workers will
move with the
wholesale market.

The CEAGESP will be relocated
by the city in the coming years.

Many of the workers want to
stay in Vila Leopoldina and
will look for a new job.

Jobs offers from day one
in workshop to build up new
co-working and office spaces.

CEAGESP

OFFICES
WORKSHOPS

CO-WORKING

co-working
 The number of co-working spaces grew from 
2015 to 2016 roughly by 36%.

➔ booklet p.6
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PUBLIC ACTIVITIES

LIVING

2017
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121

2018
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121

2019
110 11 12 2 3
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time
Time is somehow endless, straight forwardm and in the same way 
an endless loop. Such a loop can have a different length like a day, a 
month, a year, or even a century. Each loop has its own temporality.

➔ booklet p.5

CREATIVE
ECONOMY

JAGUARE

PARK VILLA LOBOS

VILA LEOPOLDINA

VILA RIBEIRO
DE BARROS

INDUSTRIAL
AUTONOMISTAS

1.9 km

2.9 km

3.5 km

UNIVERSITY OF SÃO PAULO

immediate neighborhood
For the last few years Vila Leopoldina is in a 
change from a landscapes of old industrial sheds 
to a middle-class neighborhood.
➔ booklet p.8

event hall

industry

industry

film studio

restaurantfilm studio

clubs

shopping mall

shopping mall

office park

middle to high class

low to middle class

The average commuting time in São Paulo is about 2 hours.

20 MIN

30 MIN

75 MIN

SÃO PAULO
RIO DE JANEIRO

WORKING SPACELIVING SPACE

2 HOURS

The radial transportation system
forces one to drive to the city
center first before reaching another
city district.

TRAFFIC
Lack of a developed public
transportation system let people
switch to private cars.
The result is huge traffic.

STRATEGY
Bringing co-working and co-living
spaces together will solves the
commute issue.

HYPERLOOP
With Hyperloop, São Paulo’s neighbor
cities will come much closer in the
meaning of time.

BRASILIA

commute time
Paulistanos spend one month per year in traffic.

➔ booklet p.4

In present-day São Paulo, the urban development approach 
has to change to become more sensitive. The top-down 
urban planning approach cannot deal with the fast changes 
in mobility, technology, and society. A variety of short-term 
and step-by-step interventions can provide solutions for 
people’s needs and address greater issues (such as public 
spaces, green spaces, long commuting times, and traffic 
issues). Solving these problems can involve existing structures 
while simultaneously avoiding the creation of new borders 
and segregation. The starting point of this project is dealing 
with commute time. Paulistanos spend on average one month 
per year in a private or public transportation vehicle.a By 
proposing area for flexible and shared working spaces where 
people can also live, this will shorten average commuting 
times. In addition, the design proposal also calls for an new 
regional public transportation mode to provide residents with 
a variety of options in commuting alternatives. A set of small 
interventions with flexible structures will transform the site 
over time into a hyper mixed urban structure.

The design proposes a series of chronological snapshots 
from 2017 - 2050 to show a bottom-up approach in the 
emergence of a hyper mixed urban structure to transform 
the city:

 + In 2017 interventions of a limited duration gives 
people awareness of the changes taking place in the 
project site, as the CEAGESP market moves into its new 
projected location. 

 + Building up work spaces provides jobs for those who 
worked on the CEAGESP market. Two years later in 
2019 workshops and co-working spaces will use the 
existing buildings and structures. New bus lines, bicycle 
lanes and other infrastructure will also be considered.

 + In 2025 the existing buildings will be adapted by new 
construction and people will work next to their new co-
living spaces. In addition, new infrastructure and streets 

create an urban environment that provides special 
needs for future mobility.

 + 25 years later, in 2050, two new monorail lines will 
create an additional layer in the existing public 
transportation system which connects the immediate 
neighborhood with the rest of the city. By strategically 
providing a new mobility hub where bus lines, train 
lines, and the new monorail lines intersect, this creates 
an additional transportation node allowing São Paulo to 
become a polycentric city. 

cooperative space, ownership and responsibilityof
space
and
time

a | booklet p.14

i will go 
up there!

nice place 
to work!

mobility concept
One bus can hold ten times more 
people than a car, with a minimum 
of space on the street.

➔ booklet p.9

monorail
Line A

cptm station  
«Villa Lobos- Jaguaré»

metro line  
Projected in 2016

new transportation hub
CPTM Railway

Monorail Line A & B
Bus Lines

monorail
Line B

cptm station
«Imperatriz Leopoldina»

cptm station
«Presidente Altino»

new bicycle lanes

existing bicycle lanes

temporary structure
Steel frame structure with lightweight
construction flooring.

workshops
Various workshops with
different machine park.

working spaces
➔ booklet p.11

scaffold 
Cheap material to create a frame
in a short time.

plywood 
Cheap and lightweight material
used for flooring.

table games 
Public facilities for meeting
and shareing.

sharing bicycling
An exampe how movable

structures like a containers can
improve public infrastructure.

using the existing
Existing buildings serve as a structure

for our temporary lightweight construction.   

clock tower
Existing CEAGESP clock tower.

são paulo
São Paulo is an engine of one of the fastest growing 
economic countries in the world and the most 
economically developing city in South America. This 
situation has engendered a rise in population. However, 
there will also be an increase in the city’s already 
existing traffic problem. New strategies in sharing, 
working, housing, and mobility reveal how existing 
and emerging problems can be solved in a growing 
city like São Paulo. Our vision is based on recent trends 
that confirm a opportunity to provide flexibility to São 
Paulo’s economy. 

public spaces
➔ booklet p.12



1677-861-3539
1677-861-3540

2017
 + first intervention 

2019
 + co-working areas 

2025
 + co-working
 + co-living
 + semi-public space 

buslines
178t-10
917h-10
957t-10 
6262-10
6262-21
7282-10
8038-10
8047-41
8060-10
n832-11
n833-11

monorail
Line A

railway
CPTM L08

railway
CPTM L09

bus lines
052
386
846m-10
958p-10
6262-21

public park

red bus

public stripe
Access to the River

(after cleanup until 2050) 

existing industry

office park

tunnels
Higway
Railway

shopping mall
Supermarkets
Shops
Car Dealeroffice park

Vila Lopos Office Park

now
i will take my 

personal
pod!

Population  28'000

Average age  42.2 years

Labor (15-65y) 62.6%

Density  15'000 people per sqkm

In 2050, density will have increased and new 
monorail lines will add a new layer to the existing 
public transportation system. These lines will 
intersect at a new transportation hub, with CPTM 
railway lines, bus lines, a highway, and a self-
driving pod station. Next to this transportation 
hub, public, working, and living spaces will 
appear interwoven with each other. This is our 
vision of how the project site can be developed 
until 2050.

2050
2050

 + transportation hub
 + co-working
 + co-living
 + semi-public spaces
 + public spaces

center
work space
living space
public space

center
work space
living space
public space

2025
Population  22'400

Average age  35.0 years

Labor (15-65y) 68.4%

Density  12'000 people per sqkm

In 2025, the existing buildings will be converted 
and extended. Housing will emerge next to 
working and public spaces in a variety of forms, 
from staying for one night to several month or 
years (➔ booklet p.11). The biggest part of the 
housing will consist of co-living with shared 
common rooms as well as shared kitchen and 
bathrooms. Working, living, public, and semi-
public spaces will start to overlap. New streets, 
bus lanes, and bicycling lanes will create a new 
kind of urbanity. This intervention is an example 
of how the existing buildings can be transformed 
into working, housing, and public spaces.

hostel
(1 day -10 years)
3 m2

co-living
(1-5 years)
12 m2

small apartments
(1-5 years)
48 m2

big apartments
(1-10 years)
80 m2

bicycle lane

monorail
Line B

to «cerro corá»

to «lapa»

extension
Additional volumes to extend the
existing space.

public area
For different public activities.

flat roof
Flat roof instead of gabled roof to
make it usable.

solid construction
A solid structure with the height of two to

three stories between ceilings create a flexible 
playable frame for a lightweight construction. 

monorail
Line B

pod+bus hub
Hub for buses and self-driving pods.

sharing pods
Self-driving pods

flexible lightweight construction
Space and function can be easly changed within
the solid construction.

using the existing
Existing buildings serve as a structure

for our lightweight construction.   

lightweight construction
Lightweight construction is used to

provide flexibility for the inner space.

monorail
Line A

railway
Train Station «Ceasa» | CPTM L09

underground parking
Automated underground parking for self-driving 

vehicles.

highway
SP-015

roof garden

bicycle lane

existing housing

existing housing

existing housing

existing housing

highway
SP-015

working

housing

public space

station «villa lobos-jaguaré»
CPTM L09
Monorail Line A

to «imperatriz leopoldina»

to «industrial autonomistas»

to
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to
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to
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finally at 
home!

strategic plan
A strategic plan is a new tool in
urban planning to give more
flexibility to the site and to create
an urban environment according
to people’s need. In our case, it
is an x-ray plan through time. The
plan shows how the plot could
develop with changing footprints
of buildings, roads, and mobility
in the next 33 years. It also
indicates the location of our four
defined interventions in 2017,
2019, 2025, and 2050.

living spaces
➔ booklet p.11

transporation modes
➔ booklet p.13

to «osasco»

to «lapa»

to «julio prestes»

to
 «v

ila
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e»

to «center»

to
 «v

ila
 ja

guar
e»

bicycle lane

The average commuting time in São Paulo is about 2 hours.

20 MIN

30 MIN

75 MIN

SÃO PAULO
RIO DE JANEIRO

WORKING SPACELIVING SPACE

2 HOURS

The radial transportation system
forces one to drive to the city
center first before reaching another
city district.

TRAFFIC
Lack of a developed public
transportation system let people
switch to private cars.
The result is huge traffic.

STRATEGY
Bringing co-working and co-living
spaces together will solves the
commute issue.

HYPERLOOP
With Hyperloop, São Paulo’s neighbor
cities will come much closer in the
meaning of time.

BRASILIA


